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Abstract

The direct transfer of genetic material into cells by electroporation can be described in physicochemical terms as an electroporation-resealing
hysteresis. The hysteresis concept includes unidirectional state transitions of the membrane, coupled to electrodiffusive migration of DNA through cell
wall structures and electroporated plasma membranes. Deeper insight into electroporation phenomena
such as electrotransfection,
electrofusion and electro-insertion is gained by the inspection of the
electrosensitivity and the recovery curves of cell populations as well as by the analysis of the pulse
strength-duration
relationship. A theoretical framework is developed for an adequate comparison of
data obtained with different pulse shapes. The results of the physicochemical analysis of electroporation data not only indicate possible molecular mechanisms but are also instrumental in developing a
goal-directed optimization strategy for the various practical applications of electroporation techniques
such as electric, gene delivery, production of hybridoma cells for antibody secretion or the insertion of
immune proteins into the membranes of blood organelles.

INTRODUCTION

The electric manipulation of biological cells and cell tissue has become a widely
used method in biophysics and cell biology, in particular molecular genetics, as
well as in biotechnology and medicine [l-3]. The electric field strengths E and
pulse durations At which are applied in the various electroporation methods have
to be adjusted according to the cell size, the cell type and the suspension medium.
Essential for the choice of the electrical parameters is the presence of cell walls or
extracellular matrix structures and of intracellular submembrane filament organizations. The parameters are in the ranges E = 0.2-30 kV cm-’ and At = 0.01-30
ms.
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When the conditions for the pulse characteristics and the medium, in particular
the ionic strength and the temperature,
are properly chosen, electroporation
causes transient and reversible (non-destructive) permeability changes in the pole
cap regions of the cell surface membranes [4-71. This electropermeabilization
can
be used for the artifical release of cell components [4] as well as for the uptake of
foreign substances [8,9]. A further important consequence of electroporation is
that electroporated
membranes are also conditioned for fusion if brought into
contact. The electrofusion of cells and cell organelles is a well-established electroporation method [9-141. A more recent application of the electroporation technique is the electro-insertion of foreign glycoproteins into the membrane of blood
organelles [ 15I.
Of general interest for molecular biology, gene engineering and gene therapy is
the direct electroporative transfer of DNA [16], or other nucleic acids and proteins
[17], into recipient cells, micro-organisms and tissue. The main advantage of
electroporative gene transfer is that intact chemically untreated cell material can
be efficiently transfected [l&20]. The stable electrotransformation
of intact bacteria, yeast and plant cells, in particular, is of great biotechnological potential
[1,3,2Il.
Despite the numerous applications of electroporation, the molecular mechanisms operative in the various electroporation phenomena are not well understood. Therefore data analysis and technical optimization strategies are still
generally empirical. Quantitative model calculations only cover partial aspects such
as electric properties [l-3]. No doubt, further progress in goal-directed applications of electroporation methods in cell biology, biotechnology and medicine will
greatly benefit from understanding of the molecular mechanism of membrane
electroporation.
General practical guidelines for gene delivery have already been outlined in the
first documentation of electroporative gene transfer leading to cell transformation
116,221. Detailed technical prescriptions for many special cases are also available

DA.
In this discussion of gene transfer by electroporation, the fundamental physicochemical principles of electric field effects on cells in general, and on membranes
and DNA as polyelectrolyte structures in particular, are emphasized. Deeper
insight can be gained by inspection and analysis of strength-duration
curves, the
electrosensitivity of the cells and the transformation efficiencies as a function of
the concentrations of cells and DNA. The various concepts and suggestions for
goal-directed optimization strategies are outlined primarily with respect to very
original work related to particular aspects of cell electrotransformations.
A historical survey of the development and key observations of electric field effects on cells
is given in ref. 24.
HYSTERESIS AND CHEMICAL ELECTROPORATION

SCHEME

Membrane electroporation is a new field of biophysical chemistry. There is still
a need to classify the observations in terms of physical concepts’and to establish an
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TABLE 1
Fundamental processes of membrane electroporation
Physicochemical process

Electric term

Recersible primary processes

Primary electric events
Electric dipole induction and dipole orientation
Redistribution of mobile ions at membrane-solution phase
boundaries including
(al ionic atmosphere shifts and (b) local activity changes
of effecters (H+ or Ca*+ ions)
Structural rearrangements
Conformational changes in protein and lipid molecules
Phase transitions in lipid domains resulting in pores,
cracks (via pore coalescence1 and percolation

Dielectric polarization
Ionic interfacial
polarization (MaxwellWagner, p dispersion)

Electroporation
Electropores, electrocracks,
electropercolation

Annealing and resealing processes (pore closure)
Energy transfer by conformational cycles
Non-equilibrium distribution of metabolites

Electroconformational
coupling
Electropumping

Irrewrsible secondary processes

Transient material exchange
Release of cellular compounds, e.g. haemolysis, or pDNA
Uptake of external material,
e.g. drugs, proteins (antibodies)
Transfer of genetic material, e.g.
DNA, mRNA, viroids, with stable
cell transformation (insertion of
foreign genes into the host genome)

Electropermeabilization
Electrorelease, electrocuring
Electroincorporation

Cell growth and proliferation
Membrane reorganization
Cell fusion (if membranes in contact)
Vesicle formation (budding)

Electrostimulation

Electromechanical rupture
Insertion of proteins into membranes
Tertiary effects
Temperature increase due to dissipative processes
Metal ion release from metal electrodes
Electrode surface H and 0 (nascent)

Electrotransfection,
electrotransformation,
electroporative
gene transfer

Electrofusion
Electrovesiculation,
electrobudding
Dielectric breakdown
Electra-insertion
Joule heating,
dielectric losses
Electra-injection
Electrolysis

Modified version of tables appearing in refs. 24 and 25.

unequivocal physicochemical terminology. So far, all electroporation data indicate
that reversible primary processes and irreversible secondary events can be differentiated (Table 1).
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Electroporation hysteresis
Transient membrane electroporation can be viewed as a cycle of electrochemical membrane events. In the presence of an external field E there is initiation of
pore formation (path 0 + A) and at pulse termination (E = 0) there is initiation of
B + 0 thus
pore resealing (path B + 0) (Fig. 1). The state cycle 0 +A+
represents a relaxation hysteresis [24,25]. Crater formation [241 as evidenced by
electron microscopy [26] can be classed as a field effect also involving osmotic
processes.
The structural changes associated with electroporation
hystere_sis are most
generally described by the degree of poration lP. The contributions G(r, El of the
free enthalpy, i.e. the (reversible) work of electric inter-facial polarization and of
the structural changes, can be expressed in terms of the mean pore radius r and
the external electric field strength E. Figure 1 shows the cycle of changes in
&r, E) associated with the hysteresis in t(E).
The electroporation model proposed by Chizmadzhev and co-workers [27,28]
assumes that during pore formation there is a structural transition from hydrophobic (HO) to hydrophilic (HI) pores [29-311 when a critical pore radius r, is

E=O

6 fr,E)

E <Ec

0
E>E,

E

0

E, (r,)

E

Fig. 1. The thermodynamics of electroporation hysteresis. The upper part shows the free enthalpy
G(r, E) associated with the electric and surface work as a function of pore radius r. The lower part
shows the corresponding cycle of pore formation and resealing in terms of the degree of poration & as
a function of field strength. In the model of Chizmadzhev and co-workers [271 the changes in the
structural membrane involve a transition from hydrophobic to hydrophilic pores at a critical pore radius
r,, which corresponds to a critical degree of poration (,,, which is reached at a critical field EC. The
majority of the electroporation phenomena appear to require that E > EC. Only the electro-insertion of
glycoproteins in organelle membranes appears to be on the low field level of increased hydrophobic
pores, i.e. at E I EC. The sequence of state transitions 0 + A --, B --) 0 underlying a supercritical
(E 2 EC) electroporation-resealing
cycle is indicated.
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reached. As seen in Fig. 1, rc corresponds to a critical degree of poration [p,c on
the lower hysteresis branch. However, it is the detailed molecular rearrangements
of the lipids in the porous membrane which are not yet known.
Chemical electroporation scheme
The various electroporation
scheme [32,33]:
5-

phenomena can be described by a general chemical

k,(E)
-P-X
R

(1)

In eqn. (l), C is the initial membrane state in the absence of external fields. The
states P represent a collection of permeabilized (and fusogenic) states of various
longevities; k,(E) and k, are the (overall) rate coefficients of electroporation and
resealing respectively. If the electroporation hysteresis is coupled to other processes such as material release or uptake, cell lysis, membrane fusion contacts or
protein insertion, the states X have to be explicitly specified.
The hysteretic nature of the permeabilization-resealing
cycle justifies treating
the individual rearrangements C -+ P, C + P and P + X as unidirectional (irreversible) processes. Usually, the reverse transitions C + P and some P --) X processes occur at E = 0; thus they represent after-pulse effects. It appears that the
transport of DNA through the electroporated
membrane can also involve an
after-pulse phase of purely diffusive character [16,24].
ELECTROSENSITIVITY OF CELL POPULATIONS

The electrotransformation
of cells, bacteria and other micro-organisms is
preferably performed at low, but finite, electrical conductivity. The field effect on
the surface membrane is mediated by ionic interfacial polarization and thus
requires a finite salt concentration. Joule heating and other tertiary effects (see
Table 1) are reduced at low ionic strength. Joule heating alone, however, can be
favourable for gene transfer [20]. The interpretation of electroporation
data of
media with low conductivity necessitates an extension of the analytical framework
in terms of the solution conductivity [24,32,331.
Permeabilization and recovery
Before the actual electrotransfection
experiments are performed, the electrosensitivity of the cells is tested and survival or recovery curves are measured in
the absence of added DNA [34]. The fraction f(R) = R/C, of recovered (viable)
cells R or the percentage R(%) = 102f(R) of the total cell number C, is plotted
as a function of the (initial) field strength at a given pulse duration t,(,), or R(%)
is given as a function of t,(,) at given field strengths. Another variable determining f(R) is the pulse number. The single pulses in a train of pulses are not
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Fig. 2. Electrosensitivity G(%) of a suspension of green algae cells Ch. r&h. (wild type 11-32c,
Giittingen) to quasi-rectangular electric pulses of initial field intensity E, and pulse length t, = 0.2 ms
at different medium conductivities: ., A, = (3.5 &0.1)x lop4 S cm-‘; n , A, = (1.5 +0.1)x 10m4 S
cm-‘; A, A, =(5.6+0.5)X 1O-5 S cm-‘. G(%) is the percentage of cells which were critically
permeabilized such that the (lethal) dye Serva Blue G 04, = 854; largest dimension, 2.5 nm) was taken
up, thus visibly colouring these cells.

generally
equivalent. Because of the longevity (seconds, minutes) of the pulse-induced structural changes in the membrane patches (pole caps) compared with the
short pulse duration (0.02-30 ms), a second pulse encounters patches which are
not yet resealed. Rotational diffusion will change the position of the cell or of an
elongated micro-organism like a bacterium relative to the field vector. The analysis
of electroporation effects caused by a train of pulses is thus rather complicated. In
any case the f(R) correlations will also depend on the composition of the
electroporation medium and on the temperature.
If dye staining of the electroporated cells can be measured, as in the case of the
green algae cells of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Ch. reinh.), a particularly efficient procedure can be used to find the optimum electroporation conditions for transformations or other manipulations [31,32]. The number of PO of
permeabilized cells P is determined in the presence of the staining dye during
pulsing and at various times after pulse applications. The data in Fig. 2 show not
only that the degree of permeabilization f(P,), expressed as the percentage of
coloured cells G,,(%) = PO(%) = lo2 f( PO>,is dependent on the medium conductivity, but also that Ch.reinh. cells represent a population of cells of different
electrosensitivity.
The after-pulse staining procedure permits the determination not only of PO
but also of P,, the number of deadly permeabilized cells, both as a function of E
at a given t,(,, and as a function of t,(,) at given E. Figure 3 shows that the
difference AG = AP = P,, -P, has a maximum in the range AE,. Thus there is a
“survival optimum” where further cell manipulations can be performed with
highest efficiency. The range AE, is shifted when the electroporation conditions of
ionic strength, temperature, pulse duration and pulse number are changed. Obvi-
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Fig. 3. Scheme for the optimization
coloured by the dye present during
long resealing times [32,33]. The
surviving cells. The optimum field
are changed.

E,
of electroporation conditions. G, = Pa(%) is the percentage of cells
the pulse, and G, = P_(%) is the fraction of cells not recovered after
difference AC = G, - G, represents the transiently permeabilized
strength range AE, is shifted when the electroporation conditions

ously, AE, and A P must be investigated for every particular cell type. In
summary, the dye method originally applied as a qualitative tool to estimate the
state of electroporated cells [16] can be quantified to yield useful information for
an efficient theoretically guided optimization of electrical cell manipulations.
Znhomogeneity of electrosensitivity
The data in Fig. 2 confirm that biological cell populations are usually inhomogeneous in cell size, state or growth or metabolic conditions. Non-spherical cells such
as bacterium rods in solution initially have different positions relative to the
external electric field vector. Because of the predominantly negative surface
charges of the cell wall, ionic atmosphere polarization (leading to an induced
macrodipole moment) will orient the rods with their longest axis in the direction of
the external electric field [35]. Both oriented bacterium rods and the oriented
polyelectrolyte DNA will electrophoretically migrate with different velocities along
the electric field lines. All these factors cause a distribution of the critical field
strength E, at which a cell starts either to take up a particular dye or a DNA
molecule, or to fuse with other cells when brought into contact with them. The E,
values for the various cell manipulations coupled to membrane electroporation are
not necessarily equal. It should be noted that the E, term discussed in the context
of Fig. 1 refers to a special structural transition.
Therefore the data in Fig. 2 strictly represent only the electrosensitivity of the
Ch.reinh. cells with respect to dye uptake in terms of a distribution of critical field
strengths E,. If we take the field strength E&O%), where G(%) = P,(%‘o)= lo2
f(P,> = 50, as representative of the cell population, we can define a mean value
i?, = E, (50%)
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in terms of a Gaussian distribution [32,33]. The “width” of the electrosensitivity of
a cell population can then be given in terms of a variance f AE,. Consistent with
the concept of ionic interfacial polarization preceding the membrane electroporation process, the “individual” E, value depends on the size of the individual cell of
a given population. For spherical cells, the mean value EC corresponds to i mean
value of the cell radius a and the variance * A E, reflects a variance f Aa in the
effective cell size.
More complex cell populations may require more than one Gaussian parameter
set. In any case, the definition of means like E, and Z avoids the ambiguity
encountered in the exact practical determination of a threshold field strength as
the lowest E, value of the whole population. Because of the scatter of the
experimental data it is usually only possible to obtain a range A E,, rather than an
exact threshold value Et,,.

Strength -duration relationship
A further aspect of great practical significance is the field strength-pulse
duration relationship, originally discussed in terms of the threshold field strength
Et,,. Because of the uncertainties in the experimental E,, value and because of the
distribution reflected in the electrosensitivity curve, the mean value E, f AE,
appears to be a more instructive parameter than just the minimum value E,, of the
cell distribution.
Figure 4 shows the strength-duration
relationship of Ch.reinh. cells in terms of
the & values for the dye penetration. Since the electroporation is initiated by
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Fig. 4. Strength-duration
relationships of the electroporation of 01. reinh. cells: mean values Ec as a
function of the pulse duration At = tp. The inset shows the data plot according to the interfacial
polarization flow model: Ez = At, ’ where A is a constant (see eqn. (19) of the text). Conditions:
A,-(1.4*0.4)x10-4
Scm-’ such that f(A) = 1; one rectangular pulse; 293 K, cell density, 2 X lO’/ml.
5
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ionic interfacial polarization
can be expressed as

in conductive media, the energy input WP,, per cell

(3)

if*,, = const. i?:tp

suggesting a linear relationship between J!?: and f;’ according to Ez =
OV&const.)t;
i.
For media of low conductivity and for large cells, where the relaxation time 7P
of the interfacial polarization is of the same order of magnitude as the pulse
duration t,, an effective tp,eff must be calculated for the theoretical analysis; see
also eqn. (19) below.
The insert in Fig. 4 shows that for Chreinh. cells there appear to be at least two
electrosensitivity ranges of the type described by eqn. (3). It is not yet clear
whether in the long-pulse range (tP = At B 5 ms) electromechanical cell distortions
[36-381 and/or osmotic effects have to be considered, or whether EC reaches a
saturation value at large t, which is independent of t,.
In any case, the numerical value of the critical field strength (and of the
threshold field strength) is useful information only if the duration of the single
pulse application is also given. If pulses can be applied for a long time or if
repetitive pulses are applied in pulse trains, the threshold for an electroporation
phenomenon may be very low [39].
MEMBRANE POLARIZATION

AND CONDUCTIVITY

As far as the externally applied electric field E is concerned, the effective
membrane electroporation is an indirect field effect. The coupling of E to the
membrane structure is mediated by the ionic interfacial polarization. In brief, the
electroporation data, inclusively those shown in Fig. 2, indicate that the field effect
is a sequence [24]
E-+A++At

(4)

where E induces the transmembrane potential difference A+ which, in turn,
represents a contribution &,(A41 to the mean electric field forces causing structural rearrangements A( in the membrane phase.
Ionic interfacial polarization
In the case of rectangular pulses the build-up of the induced inter-facial
transmembrane voltage with time t is described by a linear differential equation.
Integration yields
A+(t)

= A4(E)[I

- exp( -t/rp)]

where Ac$(E) is the (time-independent)
constant.

(5)
amplitude and 7P is the polarization

time
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Polarization time constant

For spherical cells of radius a the value of 7P can be estimated from the
conductivities A,, A, and Ai of the solution, the membrane and the cell ipterior
respectively according to [40]
7p

=

aC,( Ai + 2A,)/[2AiA,

+ A,( Ai +

2A,)]

(6)

In eqn. (6), C, = 1 uF cm-* is the specific membrane capacitance and A, = aG,
is the membrane conductivity, where G,,, is the specific membrane conductance.
Before the onset of transmembrane
ion flow the inequality A, -X A, usually
applies. In media of low conductivity (A, _<10e4 S cm-‘) we have A, -=zhi, since,
at an ionic strength of 0.1 t, hi = lo-* S cm-‘. In this case eqn. (7) takes the
simple form
7p

(7)

=aC,(2A,)-'

demonstrating the inverse dependence of 7P on A,. If larger Wien effects are
absent, we can use the approximation 7 = T(E = 0) and the low field value A,(O).
In many electroporation experiments we have TV +z tptEj such that we can use the
constant stationary value A4(E).
Transmembrane

coltage

For spherical cells of radius a z+ d, where d is the membrane thickness, the
stationary value of the induced transmembrane potential difference is given by [24]
A+(E)

= - $f(A)aE

lcos 6 I,

(8)

where 6 is the angle between the membrane site considered and the direction of
the E vector; the conductivity factor f(A) is an explicit function of A,, Ai, A, and
the ratio d/a. For Ai, A, z+ A,,,, f(A) = 1. It is important to note that, according to
Maxwell’s definition (E = - V4), the electric potential drops for positive ions in
the direction of the external field vector (Fig. 5); this explains the negative sign in
eqn. (8).
The membranes of biological cells have natural potential differences A4, due
to diffusional permselectivities and A& due to an asymmetric distribution of fixed
surface charges. The total potential difference A&, experienced by a membrane
component in the presence of an external field is shown in Fig. 5 [24].
At the pole caps of spherical cells, i.e. at S = 0” and S = 180” hence cos S = f 1,
the induced transmembrane voltage is a maximum. The maximum stationary value
is given by
f%!p = -$f(A)Ea

(9)
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Fig. 5. Interfacial polarization of a spherical non-conducting shell of thickness d and outer radius a in a
constant external field E. The stationary electric potentials are given in polar co-ordinates of the radius
vector r and the angle 6, such that the conducting interior of the cell has the constant reference
potential 4, = 0. The AC#Jterms are the interfacially induced transmembrane potential differences in
the absence of fiied ionic groups and adsorbed ions (surface potential Ad, = 0). The chain line
schematically models the potential profile in the presence of fiied surface charges (here negative) (see
text).

Bacterium cells
If cell geometries other than spheres have to be considered, we can use
ellipsoidal bodies in terms of half-axes aj [41]. For each half-axis aj we can write a
(modified) Fricke equation for the stationary value in the direction of aj as
Ac$~= -qfj(A)ajE

lcos S I

where Fj is the form factor. For spheres, Fj = F = 1.5 and aj = a, the radius.
In the case of cylindrical bacteria of length L and thickness b we can apply the
prolate limit L x- b. For bacterium rods oriented with their long axes (aL = L/2)
in the direction of E, the form factor is approximated by F, = 1.0 [41]. Therefore
at the cap regions
Ac#J,,,(L) = -;LE

(11)

For Escherichia culi bacteria with an average rod length L = 3.5 pm and rectangular pulses with t, = 1 ms, a mean value EC = 2 kV cm-’ can be estimated from the
data of ref. 39. Inserting this EC value in eqn. (11) yields A$ = - 0.35 V (for t, = 1
ms) as the critical transmembrane potential drop at which oriented bacteria of
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mean size start to take up DNA. For longer pulse durations and multiple pulsing,
I A$ I and thus EC may have much smaller values. In any case, I A+ I = 0.35 V is

within the order of magnitude 0.2-0.4 V expected for long pulses. It is recalled
that for short pulses (fp = 0.01-0.1 ms), I Ac$I = 1 V [421.
Membrane conductivity

Data of the type plotted in Fig. 2 can be used to determine the conductivity A,
of the membrane, including cell wall or other envelope structures [31,32]. If the
inequality A, -C hi, A, holds, the f(A) factor of spherical cells is given by [24]
A,Ai2d/a
f(A)=

(2A,+ Ai)A,+(2d/a)A,Ai

(12)

For media of low conductivity (A, +z hi) eqn. (12) reduces to
f(A)-‘=

1+ (A,a/2d)A;’

(13)

Insertion of eqn. (13) into eqn. (9) leads to an expression relating EC to A;’ by

(14)
Equation (14) suggests a simple evaluation of the minimum value of <&>O =
-2 A$J3Z, and thus of AqC and the membrane conductivity A,, from the slope
of the-graphical data plot as in Fig. 6. The electroporation data of Ch.reinh. cells
yield E, (f= 1) = 1.7 kV cm-’ and (A;‘),, = - 1.3 X lo4 S-’ cm. The geometrical
“radius” of the most abundant cells is 5 = 3.5 Frn and the membrane thickness is
taken to be d = 10v6 cm. Insertion yields AqC = -0.9 V and A, = 4.4 X lo-’ S
cm-‘.

Fig. 6. The dependence of the mean critical fieid strength & for dye uptake by electroporation of Ck.
rein/z. cells on the solution conductivity A0 at 293 K according to eqn. (14) (see the legend to Fig. 2).
Data evaluation yields the mean critical transmembrane voltage A& = -0.9 V and the membrane
conductivity A, = 4.4X 10d7 S cm-‘.
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The dependence of E, on A, (Fig. 6) is quantitatively consistent with the notion
of an indirect field effect on the membrane structure: electropore formation is
mediated by inter-facial polarization. Further, at low solution conductivity we
cannot neglect A,; instead of f(h) = 1, eqn. (13) must be applied.
PULSE SHAPE AND DATA COMPARISON

Frequently, electroporation
data which were obtained using different pulse
shapes are compared. However, an adequate comparison requires a deeper insight
into the details of the membrane polarization process.
The ion accumulations at the membrane interfaces, primarily at the pole caps
(Fig. 5), can be described as resulting from an inter-facial “polarization current” Z,
and a corresponding surface “polarization conductance” GP. The electric part W,
of the free enthalpy change or reversible work for the induction of the transmembrane voltage A4 and the subsequent pore formation is then expressed as
W, = 1’1, I A+ I dt
0

(15)

In the ohmic region, where GP in Z, = G,( - A4) is a constant, we obtain
W, = G, /‘( Ac$)~ dt

(16)

0

Rectangular pulses
If the pulse duration t, and the polarization time constant or are comparable,
W, is a function of both rP and t,. Substitution of eqn. (5) mto eqn. (16) and
integration between the limits t = 0 and t = t, yields
W, = G,[Ad(E)12t,,.fr

(17)

where the effective pulse duration is given by
tP,eff=tP-$[,+exp(

-$)

-4exp(

-:)I

!

(18)

Cell size and ionic content are often such that 7P < t,. In this limit, tp,eff = t, and
W, = G,[AW)12t,.
At the cap regions of spherical cells, where eqn. (9) is valid, the mean
polarization energy mP,, of a cell distribution Zi+ Aa is given by

(19)
thus specifying the constant in eqn. (3) in more detail.
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Condenser discharge pulses

The exact analysis of .exponential pulse intensities is more elaborate. Condenser
discharge pulses of the form
E( t> = & exp( -Urn)
where ~z = R’C’ and R’ and C’ are the resistance and the capacitance
tively of the discharge circuit [24], induce a transmembrane voltage of

(20)
respec-

(21)
If rP is field independent
(16) yields

(see ref. 24 for details), substitution of eqn. (21) into eqn.

where

Quasi-rectangular pukes

For quasi-rectangular (QR) pulses the upper integration boundary is t = t,. In
the case of very rapid membrane polarization (TV-K ru) we obtain from eqns.
(21H23)
A+(t)

= WE,)

(24)

exp( --tbE)

and

W,)12~[l-ewi_x)]

Wp= GP[

(25)

For QR pulses we take f = t,.
Purely exponential pulses

In the case of purely exponential
polarization energy is given by

WO)]~?~

W, = GP[

(CD) pulses the limit t + COapplies and the

(26)
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Data comparison

An adequate comparison of
condition of equal polarization
from applications of rectangular
and rp & ~c respectively. Hence
of the cell population we obtain

electroporation
data can now be based- on the
energy. For instance, we compare data obtained
pulses and CD pulses, for the conditions 7p -SZtp
eqns. (19) and (26) apply and for the mean values

(27)
If we now choose the condition of equal initial field strength, i.e. J?~= (&I,, a
reasonable comparison requires that rn = 2t,. However, choosing the condition
t, = rE, the equality <&,>, = E, x 2 ‘I* has to be used for the comparison.
A.c. pulses

For the case of a.c. pulses of angular frequency w = 2~, where v is the
’ in eqn. (17) has to be replaced by
frequency, and duration t,,Jht term [Ac#4E)1
the effective peak value {[A4(E)]2/2}/(1 + w*$. At low frequencies w -K r;‘, by
substitution in eqn. (19), we obtain for a spherical cell distribution
w

=

PA

G

zf(*)
p[ 2

1

*6)*
2

tp

(28)

Comparison with data from CD pulses for instance, must be based on the equality

($ 12tp = E&TE
In any case W, will reach a limiting value W,,=, independent of t,, when the
electroporated membrane starts to conduct ions appreciably through the pores.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF DNA ELECTRODELIVERY

Electroporative DNA transfer is obviously is a multiphase process favoured by
adsorption of DNA on the cell surface [31,33,39]. As well as long-lived adsorption
of DNA to the cell state C, there are certainly transient short-lived contacts of
DNA with cell surface structures such as cell walls and with the plasma membrane.
The transport of DNA through the cell wall and the electroporated membrane is
certainly also determined by the polyelectrolyte
nature of DNA (condensed
counter-ions and bound water) and by the cell surface charges.
Cell surface contact of DNA

In order to describe the interaction of DNA with cell surface in DNA “electrodelivery” we couple the state hysteresis C # P (scheme (1)) to association-
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dissociation processes of the DNA (D) and to the (electro)diffusion of DNA
through the electroporated patches P into the cell interior [31]. In the scheme
D+mCe

D*C

D+mPeD.P

-

P-D

-

D.I” TC
(30)
the states D *C and D - P denote the surface-bound DNA, D - P ++ P *D represents
the transmembrane diffusion of DNA, D, is the DNA that entered the cytoplasma
(transfection), TC is the final state of the transformed cell and m is the maximum
number of surface (binding) sites for DNA per cell.
The data analysis can now be based on the assumption that the transformation
probability increases with the increase in the concentration of the transient contact
state D - P. In the regime where we can assume that the concentration [TC] of
transfected cells is given by the proportionality [TC] N [D . PI, the degree of
transfection (r is given by

WI
[D-PI
&+_=
max [T%mx CD+‘lmax

(31)

where T is the number of transfected cells and T,, is the maximum value.
If we apply mass action laws to the stationary states of DNA binding to m
independent membrane sites, we obtain for scheme (30)

@+‘I

m[Cl
[J’l
[D . PImax
= [D] + c(D) = m[Cl + c(C)

(32)

In eqn. (32), the distribution constants D(D), in terms of DNA concentration, and
D(C), in terms of cell surface sites, should be the same. Thus D(D) = c(C) = Q.
Hence

mP1 + mP1
e=[D1
=K,-

[DC]

+ [D-P]

l+K,
1+&

(33)

where the individual distribution constants are defined by K, = [P]/[Cl, K, = [D]
m[C]/[D * C], Ki = [D * P]/[D *Cl and K, = K,K,/K&
Now eqns. (31) and (32) are combined and reorganized to yield the practically
useful expression

;=&-J+c?&J

(34)

For graphical data evaluation it should be noted that [D] in eqn. (34) refers to free
unbound DNA. However, if T-’ is plotted versus [Drl-I, where [Dr] is the total
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Fig. 7. Electrotransformation of intact C.&r. cells at a cell density of lO”‘/ml at 4°C quasi-rectangular
pulse (E, = 10 kV cm-‘, t, = 5 ms); medium; 0.272 M sucrose, 0.01 M Hepes buffer, 1 mM M&I,,
KOH adjusted to yield pH 7.4 at 4”C, pUL-330-plasmid DNA (5.2 kb). The “Langmuir adsorption
type” relationship between the number T of transformants per millilitre and the total concentration
[Dr] of DNA ,is represented in terms of eqn. (34). The broken line refers to the linear dependence on
[D]-‘; we use M(DNA) = 3.43 X 10” g/mol.

of the DNA applied, the parameters T,,,, and Q can readily be
estimated from the range of high [D.,.] values or low [DT]-’ values respectively.
For instance, the transformation of Curynebacterium gfutamicum (C.glut.) is dependent on the concentrations of DNA and cells [20]. Data evaluation according to
eqn. (34) is shown in Fig. 7 [31]. We obtain Q = (2 f 1) x lo-” M (DNA), m = 25
and %I, = 3.3 x 10’ ml-’ at a cell density of 10” cell/ml for quasi-rectangular
pulses (E, = 10.5 kV cn-‘, t, = 5 ms).

concentration

Orientation of DNA and bacterium rods
Since DNA is a linear polyelectrolyte,
an applied electric field E displaces the
counter-ion atmosphere relative to the polyanionic DNA rod, orienting the induced dipolar rod with its long axis in the direction of E [43]. Figure 8 shows how
counter-ion flow along the DNA induces a stationary flow dipole which orients.
A superhelical plasmid DNA can also be considered as an overall rod which in
an applied electric field is oriented. The rotation time constant is dependent on E
and on the length of the rotation axis. For the plasmid pPBRN 3 (2 kb) the
orientation time constant is about 5 us at E = 20 kV cm-‘, At = 10 us and 293 K
[44]. If the pulse duration is in the millisecond time range, the DNA orientation
can usually be considered as very rapid. However, at low ionic content of the
solution, pDNA may partially uncoil [44].
Cell surface structures such as a cell wall and the outer side of the plasma
membrane are usually net negatively charged and therefore surrounded by a net
positively charged counter-ion atmosphere. Rod-like cells like bacteria are simi-
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l

Fig. 8. Ionic atmosphere flow polarization of DNA induced by counter-ion displacement along the helix
axis in an external electric field E. The stationary induced dipole moment is due to counter-ion
deficiency at the unscreened phosphate groups of the lower end and to counter-ion accumulation at the
upper end of double helix.

larly flow polarized as DNA and orient with the long axis in the direction of the
external field (Fig. 9>, provided that the pulse duration t, is large enough
compared with the rotational time constant, which is estimated to be of the order
of milliseconds for bacteria like E.coli with L = 3 pm in fields of the order of
several kV cm-’ [44].
Electrodiffusion of DNA and cells

Cell surfaces at pH 7 are normally polyanionic. Elongated cells like bacteria and
DNA not only orient their long axes in the direction of the external field, but as
polyanions they move electrophoretically
in a drift direction opposite to the
direction of the external field vector (Fig. 9).
Generally, the velocity vector vi of a particle i is related to the field vector E
through
~i =

( z~/I Zi I)u~E

(35)

where zi is the charge number (with sign) and ui is the electric mobility of the
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____---_---Fig. 9. Model for the interaction of superhelical plasmid DNA and bacterium rods in an applied electric
field E. Upper part: E = 0; some DNA is adsorbed to the bacterium surface. At large fields there can
be complete orientation of the long axes of the particles in the direction of E and electrophoretic
movement of the anionic particles. Since v(D) > v(C), DNA can presumably be electrophoretically
drawn through one of the electroporated pole caps of the bacterium rod.

particle i. For anionic particles, zi/ 1Zi I = - 1. Therefore the electrophoretic
movements of DNA D and bacterium cells C are described by
v(D) = -u(D)E
v(C) = -u(C)E

(36)

respectively.
It is known that the DNA mobility u(D) = (1.5 f 0.5) X 10m4 cm2 V-’ s-l 1441
is independent of the chain length. Generally, the electric mobility tensor Ui of
(geometrically anisotropic) particles is dependent on the surface charge density
and the particle size (and on the direction of the longest particle axis relative to
E). Cell surface structures are usually less charged than DNA and cells are larger
than DNA, therefore u(D) > u(C). As a consequence, in the presence of a field E,
DNA moves faster than larger cells (Fig. 9). Hence it is conceivable that DNA is
electrophoretically inserted in, and drawn through, the electroporated membrane
cap facing the cathodic electrode of the measuring chamber.
Electroporative bacterium transformation requires a long pulse duration. The
reason is most probably the network structure of the porous cell wall. Externally
applied DNA first has to migrate (electro)diffusively through the wall structures
(equivalent to a higher solution viscosity) before entering the plasma membrane.
Finally, it should be realized that the transformed cells T or the degree of
transformation tT = T/T,, reflects the last member of the sequence
E+W(E)

-+&&--+&

(37)
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Therefore sr is likely to depend on E and t, via the degree of poration 6, in a
complicated manner. Nevertheless, parameters related to tT and &,, and discussed
in this paper, are useful with respect to studies of the mechanisms of membrane
electroporation and gene electrodelivery.
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